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Who are we?

Cape Town & the 
Still Possibilites

Young Urbanists South Africa 

Young Urbanists NPC (registration number 2019/310012/08) is a platform for open dialogue, 
engagement and action aimed at challenging the apartheid legacies we face in our cities. We 
stand for economic, social, environmental, and spatial justice; and strive to empower members 
to be change agents within their chosen professions. The platform is an inclusive space that 
facilitates dialogue and seeks innovative solutions that challenge the status quo of how our 
cities are built and operate.

Depending on your vantage point, Cape Town is a well-serviced and thriving environment or a 
place of struggle and violence, but there is so much more that can be done through the Metro 
to set Cape Town apart not only as a model for the country but also as a city that is 
world-renowned for its vision and a South African leader in tackling the legacies of Apartheid 
spatial planning. 

The opportunity is now for the City of Cape Town to show how it can innovatively approach how 
we design our roads, and neighbourhoods and implement both new and existing policies to truly 
distinguish Cape Town from the rest. This change can be achieved on a Metro level despite the 
existence of some di!icult (but in our view not insurmountable) societal and structural 
constraints.

Innovative approaches to urban planning and design around transportation and land-use 
planning can catapult the City to a new level not just for the continent but worldwide. With the 
right political leadership, vision and administrative reform, we can stop talking about what needs 
to be done and start implementing it. 
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It is the responsibility and constitutional obligation of the City of Cape Town 
to promote sustainable transportation and use space more smartly



Young Urbanists South Africa 

While we commend the steps taken by the City in implementing MyCiTi BRT (Bus Rapid Transit), 
there are certain key areas for improvement of the MyCiTi service as well as the opportunity and 
need to create a single network incorporating all public transport modes from taxis, Golden 
Arrow and MyCiTi under one brand and network. 

In terms of accessibility, taxis are the most accessible transportation option for most residents 
of the City of Cape Town. Currently, 60% of the city's residents are within walking distance of a 
taxi route, whereas only 12% are within walking distance of a BRT stop. 

A more spatially accessible MyCiTI that is better integrated with other public transport options 
like Golden Arrow, rail and active mobility (micro e-mobility and active mobility) is needed to 
ensure all Cape Townians are spoilt for choices and to improve the ridership of the service. 

While the City rolls out Phase 2A, there are immediate attainable steps that can be taken to 
make public transportation more accessible now.

Economically there is a big opportunity to allow people to travel smartly which will allow more 
people at a greater capacity to access local shops and more economic output for businesses 
in denser areas. Denser areas are also better able to sustain walkability and non-motorised 
transport, which require less parking and in turn are more supportive of retail and economic 
opportunity creation.

Car dependency has direct ties with climate change, it’s a major contributor to greenhouse gas 
emissions but also leads to cities that take up way too much space leading in turn to large-scale 
biodiversity loss, urban sprawl and health problems.

Public Transportation
- 
The Opportunity 
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Recommendations
--
Short-term

Young Urbanists South Africa 

These are quick fixes or  “low-hanging fruit” we want to bring to your attention and see how we 
can work together to attain these goals in the short-term: 

Buy MyConnect card at more places

Top Up online or via the App / use any Visa card to pay fares. 

Gautrain - can load packages online and pay with any register bank card (can be done 
under National legislation)

Or: 

Top-upp via the app 

More vending machines across the network

If the distance-based fare is not possible with cards or payment methods other than 
MyConnect, users should have an option of paying via their bank card but as a surcharged 
blanket trip fee. This could also be the case when users do not have enough points to 
make a trip instead of being just ‘left stranded’.  

Have all schedules loaded correctly on Google Maps with live feed (including cancellations 
and diversion alerts) on that - phase out MyCiTi app

Schedules need to reflect expected congestion on coastal routes during busy beach days
MyCiTi 3.0
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https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/ng-interactive/2022/may/21/australia-election-2022-results-live-tracker-australian-federal-poll-who-won-is-winning-track-the-votes-seat-counts-electoral-commission-aec-latest-seat-count



Young Urbanists South Africa Funding ProposalYoung Urbanists South Africa MyCiTi 3.0

Recommendations
--
Short-term

Parklands North - easy expansion of existing routes

Public campaign to get the public in dense areas to use MyCiTi - we would love to help here

Mandate all sta! in the Public Transportation to use MyCiTi and or public/active 
transportation. It can start o! with a 2 days a week and it is a public campaign to show 
leadership. This will mean that those who are responsible for public transportation in the City 
also can go out and use it and understand what the problems are.
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Young Urbanists South Africa Funding Proposal

Recommendations
--
Long-term

Young Urbanists South Africa 

These are long-term solutions we want to bribg to your attention and see how we can work 
together to attain these goals in the long-term: 

Urgently fix Imizamo Yethu stop - Use stop structures from Princess East/West (stops in Hout 
Bay that are no longer in use - saves costs)

Buses going later into the evening for recreational users/late-night sta!

Investigation of Night Buses (combined routes running at lower frequencies at night) I.e. 
Combine Hout Bay/Camps Bay route into one-night service namely N01

Increased frequency on Saturdays/Sundays/Public holidays

Priority signals for feeder buses/better signal timings for the trunk. 

Consider transit lanes for feeder routes in areas with 2 lanes per direction i.e. Sea Point

Link N2 express with Airport route so passengers from MPlein/Khayelitsha can go to the 
Airport, not via Civic

Intergrate MyCiti with other public transporation options and active mobility 
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Young Urbanists South Africa 

Together we can facilitate an optimistic future of passionate urbanists, citizens and institutions 
to create a country that provides a better living condition for all.

Yours sincerely,

The Young Urbanists South Africa

Luke Van Wyk (Lead Author)
Roland Postma

Conclusion
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E: hello@youngurbanists.co.za
T & IG: young_urbanists 
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